Contact Dr. Juan Medina to join

Rates start at $13/hr.

and learn about transportation safety.

Help us conducting quality control,

geolocating crashes.

Records manages all police-reported crash

Now the U of Utah's Crash Data Initiative

system to host Utah's Crash Database

THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering

LONG-TERM PROJECTS

The State of Utah requires a background check for this position.

UTAH - CRASH DATA INITIATIVE

UNDERGRADUATE HOURS RESEARCH
Contact Dr. Juan Medina to join

Rates start at $12/hr

Flexible schedule / Workstations provided

Join us in this data collection effort and help us improve roadway safety throughout Utah.

The UDOT is collecting data from local roads using Google Streetview and following the USRAP methodology.

The U.S. Road Assessment Program

Undergraduate Research